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TACTICS OF THE RAIDERS

In an effort apparently to preserve its "bomber strength the

Luftwaffe sent over about 15 fighter-bombers last night to attack south-east

England.

The manoeuvre, however, was unsuccessful. Four F.W.190s were brought
down. The number of enemy raiders was considerably fewer then the total of

Mosquitos, Whirlwinds and Beaufighters sent out by Fighter Command on

intruder operations over the Continent.

Brilliant moonlight, with useful areas of cloud cover, apparently
prompted the Luftwaffe to switch its day tip-and-run raiders to a night

attack, relying on their speed to boat the night defences. Once their

comparatively small bomb-load of 500-pounders or 250-poundcrs had been

dropped the F.Ws could then streak for home, using the cloud cover in an

emergency.

That was the theory, but in practice it did not work out quite that way*

Fighter Command continued its day offensive until dusk last evening,
when Spitfires of a Canadian squadron attacked two ships off Ushant, seeing
many hits from their cannon and machine guns. Six F.W.190s darted out from

the mainland to protect the vessel, and in the dogfight which followed at

least one F.W. was severely damaged. It was last seen flying low, giving
out black smoke and wobbling as if out of control.

As fading daylight was replaced by bright moonlight. Fighter Command*s

night offensive began, with the enemy transport system of rail, road and

water as the chief objective for Whirlwinds, Beaufighters, Mosquitos and

Bostons.,

Nhirlwind bombers flew to the Mondeville area of N,W,France to bomb

industrial targets and they also scored hits on railway lines near Carentan

and Bayeux. Another Whirlwind pilot attacked an armed trawler.

Nearly 20 trains in many parts of occupied territory wore attacked

by other intruder pilots. One Mosquito, for example, attacked five in the

vicinity of Soissons, Epernay and Rheims. Another Mosquito damaged a large

vehicle north of Orleans, attacked and stopped a train north of Fontainebleau

(south of Paris) ,
blew up an engine east of Compiegne and damaged a third

train north of Noyon,

A Canadian Beaufighter crow attacked trucks and engines in a siding at

Mezidon from a height of 100 foot and saw clouds of steam rising as they

flow out of range of flak guns.

Their experiences were typical of most of the other intruder crews.


